
9/18/71 
Dear id, 

Your 9/10, which came yeeterday, reminds me: you have never told me, but I ereeume 
your employment keeps you au courant with books. I'd written Barkham a needling letter 
after you told me Frank's is not catlogued for epriek, then I got a copg of his review of 
Bishops in which lee says Vrank's will be the definitive one. Joe I'm glad to know that 
Frank's is scheduled, for I le have to write him again when I can. 

You correctly reflect the prevailing atAtude taward..10, in the one test I've Lade. 
Two editors at a large house flip:ed over ample chapters, but the boss said there remains 
no interest. I've made no subressioms of PM since 1967, with the first only. I've completed 
the last part of the draft and intend a unique aperoach: an attempt to arrange financing of 
the private unabridged printing and what WAD were to have done with COUP and didn't, a 
condensed, popularisation of the work by a friend. It is so far past what you can i atine 
incontent and sensation and ieportance that i do believe if I can get the 'Bee for the private 
printing and its plenned appendix of all this "literally" "new evidence" even the prevaeling 
attitude can be overcome. The unab. is needed as the historical record and for institution al 

same (which to this day continue with my old works, WW still eeing most popular) and ab ove 
all for the backstopping for the abridged version, wheh can also have the potential of re p 
print, where theye can be eee. 

Your appraisal of JG would have been accurate at an earlier date, when I made it. 
It took ee time to convince myself, and perhaps more time than it should have to detect 
the symptoms. Perhaps this is because they were prokressing then. 

Thanks for the kind words. But understand mea avoid 'lathing but some of the unneecssary. 
The alternative is intellectual and emotional castration. I do what I feel I should, go 
where I can when I can, and this, to the degree a man with my problems can, have achieveed 
as much peace of mind as one in my condition can. This permits constective work. 1  haven't 
really slowed down nuc, though the cost of the pace is great. With all the many other things 
I had to de and did do, I did 75,000 I think pretty good words on Piiin a month. 

I'd like to be in a position to ask for equal tine on promos on Bishop now and Prank 
in his time. Is there any way you can help, by letting ee know where he appears, what shows, 
etc.? I am insulated from these things. hover even look at tee major tIllk shdW8. Of course, 
I don't even have fare to get to those shows, but I have to begin with the demand. 

I haven't seen Bishop's trash. 13 there any chance of getting proofs or advance 
review copies of.Frank? Doubleday has so much in it if they print they'll have to push hard. 

est, 
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